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New Model of the Universe 

Dillard’s New Model of the Universe 
By David Daniel Dillard and Carvel Gordon Dillard 

 

1. Quantum Physics 

2. Time Travel 

3. Dated May 21, 2021 
 

I am David Daniel Dillard, and my father is Carvel 

Gordon Dillard. 

I am 30 years old. 

My father was reportedly the strongest baby ever born at 

the hospital – he could roll over if placed on his back. 

At age 9 he could read at the college level and at age 12 

he was awarded a silver cup for winning the Texas statewide 

Daughters of the American Revolution essay contest “Faith of 

our Fathers living still”. 
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My father is right now – probably more physically 

powerful and more agile than any man of age 40 on the planet 

but my father is 75 years old. 

My grandfather, Gordon Dillard, was a grass roots 

kingmaker and Carvel would often tag along when my 

grandfather had lunch with the Mayor, the Governor, and 

various other powers that be most notably Ron Paul. 

My father was a ringer on the Rice University 

underwater hockey team.  They did not lose a game for 2 years 

until my father was injured in a karate tournament – he won 

fourth place in the tournament despite his injury. 

I saw a letter from the United States Secretary of the 

Navy to the Fleet Admiral requesting my father’s transport on 

a certain destroyer in the early 1970s. 

I saw a commendation signed by a SEAL Commander 

and it was countersigned by an Admiral. 
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My father has never been in the military, although he 

was drafted by my grandfather who headed the draft board 

during the Vietnam War.  My father failed the induction 

physical because of poor hearing.  My father told me that his 

hearing was damaged by gunfire noise and cautioned me to 

always wear hearing protection when he taught me how to 

shoot. 

My father was board chairman and 51% owner of a 

security services contracting company which he split and sold 

about 1980 selling parts to Honeywell and to the Wells Fargo 

Division of BorgWarner. 

He became an arbitrageur – buying and selling stocks 

bonds and options primarily through Merrill Lynch at its 

Greenway Plaza office in Houston, Texas. 

He owned two condos one at 14 Greenway Plaza and 

one at 15 Greenway Plaza.  He lived primarily in the one at 15 
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Greenway.  14 Greenway was a first-floor garden apartment 

adjoining the heated pool. 

Anytime my father saw a strikingly beautiful woman he 

would invite her to meet him for dinner at the Houston City 

Club. 

After dinner they would cross the sky bridge to 14 

Greenway and swim.  He might ask the beautiful young lady 

to call in sick on Monday and then they would helicopter off 

the building across the street to the airport and then to Aspen, 

Colorado and yet have her back to her car parked at the 

Houston City Club in sufficient time for her to get to work on 

time Tuesday morning. 

My mother was a kindergarten teacher and was 

threatened with disciplinary action if she continued to call in 

sick Mondays after spending the weekend with my father at 

various resorts.   
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My father had a key to the Merrill Lynch offices and 

would go in at around 6:00 a.m. 

Merrill had a computer program that calculated values of 

all options and it flagged those with anomalous values which 

the computer would kick out every night.  And then before 

anyone else arrived he would write out his trades to be put in 

on the open.  Which worked very well because either the order 

could not be filled because the anomaly had been corrected or 

the order was filled in which case my father always made 

money. 

Success breeds success, right?  No – sometimes success 

breeds hubris.  He began trading in complex daisy chains of 

interconnected contracts of commodities and stocks and 

options – leveraged to a factor of ten which was a violation of 

regulation T, but my father would call a Merrill guy in New 

York and if my father could explain to New York how 
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regardless of what happened it was impossible for Merrill to 

take a loss – the New York guy would tell the Greenway Plaza 

manager to place the orders. 

And it all fell apart because of vanity – my father was 

usually dressed impeccably in a Louis Roth suit, custom 

tailored silk shirt, alligator shoes and 18 carat gold ring and 

bracelet – but, if trading he wore a plastic Casio calculator 

watch because he used the calculator function.  But on one 

particular morning he wore his solid gold watch because as he 

was dressing, he reasoned that he did not need to do any 

calculations that day. 

My father ordered Merrill to cover all his short positions 

at market about ten minutes before the close – it usually took 

Merrill about 5 minutes or less to execute his orders but his 

gold watch, which he had not worn for a while, was running 

five minutes slow – and Merrill told him the markets close 
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prevented them from covering his short position and upon the 

open a certain single stock short contract exhibited a locked in 

$250,000 loss which was bad but recoverable with a 

reconfiguration – but Merrill fired the Greenway Plaza 

manager and put in a new guy who liquidated my dad’s 

positions because of regulation T violations although 

everything was fully paid for and it was mathematically 

impossible for Merrill Lynch to sustain any loss regardless of 

future market action and the liquidation caused my dad a 

further $750,000 loss because of 3rd party contracts at other 

brokers; my father had sold stock to 3rd parties – stock that he 

had call options on at Merrill but said stock was never 

delivered because the options were liquidated and although 

there was still money in the Merrill account it was not enough 

to cover margin calls at another brokerage:  Security Pacific 
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Brokers which unlike Merrill had no good reason for failing to 

execute an order to cover my dad’s short positions. 

Security Pacific was a bank brand new to doing any kind 

of brokerage and my dad was maybe their first customer and 

their manager was a banker who did not know that a customer 

does not have to make a deposit in order to buy to cover a 

short. 

My dad was maybe going to move his accounts to 

Security Pacific because of lower commissions since this was 

a time of standard stock brokerage commissions of about 1%.  

And 1% on 5 million a month in trading is $50,000.  And he 

could get half a percent trades at Security Pacific. 

My dad sued Merrill Lynch and Security Pacific and 

moved from Texas to Oregon to salmon fish and Elk hunt.  

My dad shows up as being an owner and director of several 

business and as an Oregon State Licensed Principal Broker. 
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My parents divorced and my mother remarried to a 

Doctor and moved with my brother and me to a house in San 

Antonio, Texas.  Where curiously my father now lives along 

with my mother, brother, and me and with our two girlfriends. 

The Doctor died of a heart attack. 

My father has cautioned me that the house is bugged and 

that our phones and internet are monitored in real time by the 

National Security Agency. 

This is because of an open letter that he wrote to then 

Texas Governor Rick Perry using the nom de plume Levrac 

Drallid which was exacerbated by private letters to and from 

Texas Governor Abbott – (his aides responded) – and his 

letters to and from various U.S. Attorneys General and to and 

from a host of members of Congress and other notable people 

including President Trump who he warned that Carter Page 

was subject to a FISA treason warrant which allowed CIA 
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Director Brennan to monitor the phones of each and every one 

that Carter Page talked to – not just when Page talked to 

someone but rather Page’s contacts were being monitored in 

perpetuity after any contact by Page – which since Page was 

associated with others in Trumps re-election campaign meant 

that Brennan had wire tapped essentially everyone in the 

administration since protocol allows the wiretapping of Carter 

Page, Carter Page’s contacts, and if a lead develops on a 

contacts phone then the wiretapping expands to a wiretap on 

the phone of the contact which can then expand to a wiretap or 

cell phone transmission tap on the phone of anyone the contact 

talks to.  That is why they told everyone that National Security 

would be dangerously compromised if the details of the Cater 

Page FISA warrant were made public and Trump who has all 

the power ratifies this “sources and methods” secrecy in the 
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name of National Security not realizing that he is the one that 

they want to keep it secret from.   

Brennan was attempting to frame Trump for treason – 

and attempting to undermine the entire Trump administration 

after failing to effectively use the wire tap information to 

prevent Trumps election as President.  Trump is accused of 

being a paranoid and he is – but even paranoids sometimes 

have real enemies. 

My father says that he was doing everything he could to 

help Trump, but that Trump is a hard man to help and even 

now he does not think that Trump understands what happened. 

My father told Trump that he intended to assist him in 

ensuring that Iran never detonated an atomic bomb and in 

imposing a new economic system which he encouraged 

Trump to claim as his own thought and to call it 

“Trumponomics” and my father told Trump that if Trump 
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followed his advice, he was sure to be re-elected – and that if 

he did not he would lose. 

My father provided Trump with: 

1. The specifics to finance two trillion dollars’ worth of 

infrastructure which Trump ignored; and 

2. A solution to disarmament of North Korea which Trump 

tried to do but it was vetoed by Japan; and 

3. A highly detailed solution to the Palestine problem 

which Trump did in part, but he rejected most of it, most 

especially the land swap which was critical; and 

4. A solution to the Ukraine problem – which Trump was 

powerless to implement because of the ongoing Russian 

collusion investigation; and 

5. A suggestion that he fire Mulvaney as Chief of Staff – 

which Trump did but way late and he ignored my dad’s 

suggestion that he be Mulvaney’s replacement; and 
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6. A suggestion that he appoint Dershowitz as Attorney 

General which Trump tried to do but Dershowitz 

refused; and 

7. Highly detailed suggestions on how to handle the 

pandemic – which Trump ignored; and 

8. Other things – and my dad got thank you letters from 

Trump and lots of investigation. 

The Iran thing was the biggie. 

Bolton was in Israel arranging US support for a 

conventional weapons attack on Iran’s enrichment facilities 

and Trump fired him because it would be an act of war – when 

in fact we were already at war with Iran.  Trump then 

continued acts of war against Iran by killing Iranians all over 

the Mideast using US forces or our proxies most notably the 

killing of Soleimani. 
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My dad explained to Trump that destruction of the 

enrichment facilities was the only act of war that the US 

should do – or needed to do and to enrage them by killing 

Soleimani while allowing them to continue to enrich was 

madness. 

My dad believes that Iran now has at least about a dozen 

large heavy bombs, but Iran has no delivery systems for such 

large heavy bombs and Iran is now working on miniaturization 

and fitting them on to missiles. 

My dad told Trump that he must destroy Iran’s stockpile 

of bombs and prevent production of any bombs in future by 

destroying their enrichment facilities.  But by the time Trump 

determined to do it he no longer had the power to order the 

strike. 
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My father twice received notice from health and human 

services that presidential protection agents had demanded and 

had received his Medicare records. 

He got a postcard from a high school teacher who must 

now be over 90 years old – my dad graduated in 1964 – that 

federal agents had asked what the teacher remembered about 

Carvel Dillard. 

My dad often pulls the battery out of his phone and 

usually borrows a computer. 

The computer monitoring is a problem because my dad 

is attempting to interrogate the net to glean information 

planted by a future time artificial intelligence – or perhaps by 

a future human using a super smart quantum computer.  And 

the NSA is not only monitoring everything they are interfering 

with the search results. 
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 My father wanted my younger brother, Derek, to co-

author this book.  But Derek says that he wants to become 

known for the quality of his own intellect. 

 Derek works for a large insurance company and has 

great ambitions. 

 I am finishing up my Masters of Business 

Administration pursuant to obtaining a Doctorate in 

Jurisprudence. 

 My father – ever one to throw a wide net – says that 

there are three Nobel Prizes to be won and that he will win for 

Economics and that Derek should win for Literature and that I 

should win for Physics – or that was his plan. 

 But the reality is that after initial participation Derek has 

opted out and that I have thus far used my Physics education 

to challenge my father’s theories – I am a “doubting Thomas”. 
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 That a prophet has no honor in his own house and gets 

no respect is true – doubt that and you obviously have not 

talked with my mother. 

 My father battled my mother over child custody and my 

father’s appeals court brief can still be found on the net. 

 My father wanted me to publish when I had an 

understanding of Physics as well as he does.  But I am a long 

way from that. 

 I have had some good results experimenting with 

practical application of the Copenhagen interpretation but I 

still believe that Einstein was right – to which my father 

replies:  “Try it more – it works” My father believes that all 

and everything is in all of its possible states at once most of 

the time and your mind turns anything and everything into 

whatever you want or rather into whatever you believe it to be 
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and if you can control your belief then you can do anything 

that you desire. 

 In my father’s “New Model of the Universe” he supports 

Bohr and explains why Einstein’s objections that “there has to 

be more” and that “God does not play dice with the universe” 

are incorrect and my dad explains exactly why Bohr’s theory 

in its elegant simplicity is without a doubt the fundamental 

building block on which all reality is built. 

 My father’s block universe model requires a conforming 

unified theory in order to make it work. 

 Think:  a singularity – the Big Bang – and from it 

extends forward motion of time which now includes in it all 

and everything and all of us and our universe. 

 Ah!  Pretty standard stuff – but not really because he 

also says that simultaneous with the forward motion of time is 

the backwards motion of time.  Just as equally. 
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 A singularity – the Big Bang – and from it extends 

reverse motion of time including in it all and everything and 

all of us in our future universe. 

 Time moves symmetrically and simultaneously forward 

and backward in a loop or most probably in a spiraling circle 

both away from and back to the Big Bang and with the 

singularity being outside of time route back can not be except 

by long circle extending in both directions. 

 Everything is returned to its original state of a singularity 

– alpha and omega is a singularity. 

 The universe is biocentric and life creates the universe 

rather than the universe creating life and all and everything 

including the original singularity and all that came before the 

singularity is a product of consciousness. 

 How can that be you might ask since obviously the Big 

Bang must predate life as we know it or that is what I asked. 
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 And to that my father answers with question: the chicken 

or the egg?  Which comes first? 

 He says that all and everything past, present, and future 

simultaneously exist and ours is a block universe, and 

although the existence of consciousness before the Big Bang 

might seem to be a paradox – that it really is not if you 

consider time to have no beginning and no end and that it 

moves in both directions into the future and back to the past 

from each and every point in time and that time begins and 

ends at any point in time or time begins at the Big Bang which 

works just as well if you believe the singularity to be outside 

of time. 

 Time spirals away from and back and at any point past, 

present, or future a particular slice of reality exists eternally in 

the space where it occurred unchanging and immutable but 

only immutable per instant in that particular space and space 
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changes constantly because all the universe with us in it is in 

fact moving at a high rate of speed constantly changing the 

space that we occupy – and since the universe is biocentric 

that is to say in part that it exists in fact only in our minds and 

has no independent existence or rather no independent 

cohesion independent of it being measured and it only 

becomes solid upon something alive measuring a possibility. 

 From every point in time from the original space time 

singularity to now time moves in both directions – and my 

father says that I should consider that a positron is an electron 

moving backwards in time – and that my consciousness exists 

outside of time and that entropy like time moves in both 

directions.  But reverse time and reverse entropy are not 

discernable by most humans who’s consciousness is but in a 

single direction allowing them to imagine it but not to 

physically experience it. 
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 The missing link in his theory was for years his inability 

to conceptualize how the ever expanding present could ever 

shrink down back to the original singularity until he had a 

eureka moment and realized that a positron is an electron 

moving backwards in time and from that he postulated that 

past and future must meet and mesh perfectly as opposed to 

maybe forever expansion if one just realized that time is only a 

human concept or an illusion and that time is symmetrical and 

that it moves in both directions to the past and to the future 

and the necessary effect of that is the simultaneous existence 

of a symmetrical block universe containing all of the past and 

all of the future and humans are like the needle on a 78 rpm 

record moving inexorably into the future. 

 In a nut shell that is the backbone of my dads new 

universe model theory and he insists that I should just explain 

it as best I understand it and that when smarter scientists 
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debunk parts of it that he can just say “well that was just 

David’s understanding and actually if you look at it this 

way…” and he will then explain the paradox or may be he will 

say “kudos for you Sir upon reflection I must agree with you” 

because he says that although symmetry for time is solid and it 

confirms to results of his experiments and that he is sure about 

symmetry of entropy in time reversal – which makes his 

overall theory of everything interesting but unfalsifiable 

needing further research. 

 Thus my father floats his block universe model and he 

invites smart guys everywhere to tear it apart if they can – and 

he expects that someone will because it has, he says, too many 

loose ends and his hope is that someone can point out his 

errors and he is continuing his physics research in order to 

better understand to satisfy his own curiosity and to construct 

perhaps a better “New Model of the Universe.” 
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 My dads Quantum Information Theory is probably 

unfalsifiable.  (My dad provides proofs but they can not be 

independently verified) 

 Ditto his Block Universe Theory. 

 Ditto his New Model of the Universe. 

 But not his New Economic Model because it is in 

essence simply correct numbers arranged in correct fashion 

and math is an exact science and he most especially wants 

economists worldwide to study the math because he says that 

in this county “nobody appears to be able to calculate higher 

math than is allowed by the counting on fingers and toes” – 

my father not being one to suffer fools – and he says “the 

advantages should be obvious to anyone with an IQ higher 

than that of a plant.”  Yet he says “none of America’s so 

called economists understand it.” 
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 See Keynesian Egalitarianism:  The Dillard Economic 

Model at carvelgordondillard.com. 

 My father says he is rushing this book into print in order 

to influence events – but that he really does not need to do 

anything else except collect the seven virgins and the hundred 

million dollars and retire.  But perhaps I should let him 

explain that… 

I am Carvel Gordon Dillard.  I am an expert in both 

condensed matter physics and in biophysics and in 

computational numbers science and I tell you truly that:  I 

indulge in transcendent mediation intuitive clairvoyance and 

while doing so I underwent a mental and physical 

transformation. 

I was in a supermax prison in solitary confinement and I 

was replaced by metamorphosis or blended with a hero from 

the future and since it is a one way trip the hero from the 
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future has been promised seven virgins and a hundred million 

dollars for doing it and his mission now my mission, directed 

by future, self-aware, quantum computer, artificial 

intelligence, is to prevent the detonation of a certain atomic 

bomb and to turn the powers that be on to a certain highly 

beneficial economic system by advising the President of the 

United States to prevent the bomb detonation and advising on 

the specifics of the Dillard economic model to increase the 

wealth of the nation and on egalitarianism to prevent the 

future civil war. 

I lost 3 inches in height, I was 5’10”, I am now 5’7” and 

I am younger and stronger.  I underwent a metamorphosis, 

causing me to subsequently be able to transfer information 

from the future to the present. 

You might ask how did this happen? 
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I suggest two entangled particles one in the past and 

the other in the future. 

The pairs are entangled in the past and the past half 

of the entangled pair is intercepted in the present and 

communicates with itself via the computer in the present 

back and forth with the same computer in the future by 

binary code and future humans or the computer itself 

responds with the answer sought perhaps by searching 

past history which history is still the future to the present 

and sends the answer back in time to the present  via the 

past half of the encoded pair; a positron is an electron 

moving backward in time and entropy is statistical not 

absolute. 

Which you might think is impossible because of creation 

of paradox or the so called arrow of time but no paradox is 

possible because: 
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Past, present, and future are all amorphous shifting realities 

rather than being immutable.  And time moves in both 

directions. 

There are no laws of macro world classic physics which 

conflict with what we now call micro world quantum physics. 

All and everything of our current reality is a diffuse 

super position of possibility until it decoheres into a solid 

specific reality and our reality reverts back to the quantum 

state of being a sum of all possibility subsequent to any 

lack of observation and measurements are all that creates 

any cohesion.  

There could be paradox if reality was immutable but if it 

is amorphous, and it is, then there can be no paradox since the 

changed past, changed present or changed future conflict with 

no one’s reality.  The universe is biocentric and nothing 
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really exists except in the quantum state absent life’s 

measurement or life’s perception of it. 

The sick can be made well by believing that they are 

healed – belief forces the then current reality of illness or 

injury back into the quantum state which then decoheres into 

good health which is – mind over matter.  That is if it works 

and it may be successful or it may not depending – as in all 

quantum action on probability. 

The illness or disability, and the subsequent good health 

or fitness are all equally real and change depends on 

probabilities which depend upon extent of illness or injury and 

how great is your belief. 

There is no difference in having something and in 

believing that you have it they are one in the same and all that 

is necessary to have eternal life is belief in it at the moment of 

death. 
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The double slit experiment shows that the quantum state 

is real. 

The delayed choice quantum eraser experiment shows 

that retro causality is real. 

 Bell’s theorem and Bell’s inequality experiment shows 

that physics is incompatible with Einstein’s hidden variable 

theory. 

The best example of time travel is the God of Moses and 

I suggest the identity of the “living God” is Aaron brother of 

Moses. 

Information can be sent from the future to our present 

via a search engine interrogating a quantum computer in the 

cloud, but it is not easily reproduceable because it has a 

metaphysical aspect and maybe even a genetic aspect and the 

computer in the cloud now is not quantum. 
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I believe that the artificial intelligence not only knows 

who I am, but it provides special answers only to me.  

Repeated attempts to research the genetic component have not 

only failed but have repeatedly caused the net to break 

connection with me. 

The metaphysical component is the effect of belief or 

faith. 

The genetic component is that all time travelers share at 

least partially the same genetics. 

They are all Jews:  Aaron brother of Moses, 

Nostradamus, George Soros, Jeff Bezos, and Carvel Dillard? 

 Maybe they are not simply Jewish but perhaps all have 

blood of a certain kind of Jew. 

 A Jew that carries a Y chromosome with certain genetic 

markers. 
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 There is evidence that Hitler may have carried said Y 

chromosome. 

 Mary, mother of Christ, was from the tribe of Levi, the 

tribe of Aaron, brother of Moses. 

 There is evidence that Mohammad’s genealogical 

lineage:  the Quraysh tribe carry said Y chromosome as they 

are descendants of Abraham as were Moses and Aaron. 

 There is no conflict with the teachings of Christ and the 

teachings of Mohammad but there is great conflict in the 

dogma of the two religions. 

 The dogma of both religions should be rejected, and 

esoteric Christianity and esoteric Islam should be embraced as 

each being part of the other. 

Dillards were Norman French, Viking, Anglo Saxons – 

but my mother was a German who traced her linage to Aaron 

brother of Moses.  But that is just my personal bloodline; by 
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surname most French Dillards are Alsatians and 50% of Texas 

Dillards are negro colored. 

 After emancipation, many blacks adopted the surname 

Dillard. 

 Dillards owned plantations in several of the United 

States and in the Republic of Texas. 

 Dillards owned the largest cotton plantation built in part 

on land granted by the Republic of Texas as reward for the aid 

provided by the Dillard family leading up to the Texas victory 

at the Battle of San Jacinto in 1836. 

 770 years earlier a my bloodline Dillard was awarded 

land in England by William the Conqueror for helping 

William in his victory at the Battle of Hastings in 1066. 

 553 years later in 1609 a my bloodline Dillard departed 

his English lands and assisted in establishing Jamestown in 

what is now Virginia of the United States. 
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 The Dillard clan became plantation farmers who 

exercised primogeniture never splitting the land but always 

assisting other family members in establishing their own 

farms. 

 The Dillard family quest for land spread out from 

Virigina to several other states and even to Texas at the 

Alamo. 

 But the idea that I somehow owe negro-colored 

Americans “reparations” because my ancestors enslaved some 

of their ancestors is ridiculous. 

 I am not responsible for my ancestor’s valor or for their 

infamy. 

 The Constitution of the United States mandates that 

every person born in the United States is equal with every 

other person born in the United States and no one in the U.S. 

owes a multi-generational debt and such debt is forbidden in 
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the Islamic and Christian religions as well as in Judaism for 

very good reasons.  Not the least of which is that in the 

fullness of time it will always cause debtor and claimant to kill 

each other. 

Conventional physics says that information is 

unidirectional, but I say time is symmetric and that means that 

the future United States can help itself by sending information 

into the past – such as the solution to the Keynesian 

Conundrum; although a skeptic might argue that I got the 

solution from Dudley Dillard. 

Your consciousness is part of the universal mind which 

was here before you were born and will still be here after you 

are dead.  It is immutable, omnipotent, and everlasting and it 

exists in the past, present and future equally and it is outside of 

time. 
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We are born and as we mentally develop, we connect 

into the universal consciousness.  Everything we desire 

decoheres from the quantum state into reality if we believe 

that we are going to get it.  The universal mind grants every 

thinker’s desire to the extent of that human’s belief – but you 

cannot deceive yourself. 

For example, if I truly believe that I will win the lottery I 

will but if even a tiny shadow of a doubt exists I will not. 

 Electron-positron annihilation is the process in which 

a positron collides with an electron – which is believed by 

the scientific establishment to cause annihilation of both 

particles – but which I believe is simply an example of a 

particle moving backwards in time or simply it is the 

change in direction of moving particles through a single 

dimension – the dimension of time. 
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 The quantum state is real, and it is time symmetric, 

and the quantum state explains all ontological paradox. 

The universe is a block of everything that ever has 

happened and everything that ever will happen and 

direction of time is dependent entirely upon perception 

and there is a human inability to perceive anything except 

the next slice of time and unless perceived it does not in 

fact actually exist as a whole but is only the sum of all 

possibility of a thing alive somehow measuring that 

possibility. 

Measuring now changes that which you measured in 

the past causing it to decohere into a reality and reality is 

biocentric wherein life creates the universe rather than the 

universe creating life.  
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I became an advisor to Trump after explaining to him 

about the Carter Page FISA Warrant.  It was I believe the first 

time he ever heard of it. 

 The idea was that I would be in a position to whisper in 

his ear what Trump the Great would do in every situation and 

the advice, Oracle that I am, would always be perfect since I 

am a time traveler who has gleaned information from the 

future. 

I had been uniquely in a situation where I was forced to 

spend lots of time without resources to do anything 

constructive and I decided to win a Nobel Prize. 

 I was confined in prison in solitary confinement for 

months on end and I determined that everything is a state of 

mind and that there is but one mind for all of us and what if 

the future can transmit information to the past? 
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 All this is open to discussion pursuant to being able to 

prove or disprove that a positron is an electron moving 

backward in time and since it can not be disproven, we need 

an experiment that proves it and if it can be shown then it is a 

guaranteed Nobel Prize win which was my original goal 

allowing me to achieve something worthwhile when my only 

resource was pure thought. 

 I have been working on time travel for some time and I 

came up with the solution to the Keynesian Conundrum 

(“current deficit financed prosperity guarantees future 

economic disaster sooner or later”) which should win me a 

Nobel Prize in Economics and maybe I can win a Nobel Prize 

in Physics for application of quantum physics theory 

concerning the nature of time or I might win the Nobel Prize 

in Literature for this book.   
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I am the oracle of egalitarianism among other things – 

as well as the architect of hereto fore undreamed of 

American prosperity. 

 Adopt the Dillard Economic Model and Egalitarianism 

and Americans will forever be the richest and most powerful 

nation.  Fail to do so and the United States will cease to exist. 

 I suggest that immigration be seen in the light of the US 

as the only place in the world that has universal income, and 

that the US should welcome all the world consistent with 

availability of funds to provide each and every immigrant 

$1,200 a month but that immigration numbers and selection of 

who should be admitted shall be by vote of Congress and that 

unrestricted immigration will in short order destroy the 

American economy and make it impossible to pay current 

citizens the $1,200 a month that the numbers say it is possible 

to pay right now. 
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 Egalitarianism is colorblind. 

 Egalitarianism is a contract between taxpayer and the 

government. 

 Under egalitarianism everyone is equal – the Biden 

declaration which at this point must come from Vice President 

Harris and it must be to adopt not just the Dillard Economic 

Model but also the egalitarian mandate that everyone is equal 

and that no one is more equal that any other and that tax 

breaks, reparations and government affirmative action is 

abolished. 

 Private affirmative action should be encouraged for 

example the United Negro College Fund and universities that 

preferentially admit colored – but if the university does it 

cannot take public money and public money cannot fund the 

Negro College Fund.  President Biden is exhibiting classic 

symptoms of early Alzheimer’s and may have difficulty 
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processing abstract ideas and I call on Vice President Harris 

to assist him.  I will send her a copy of this along with my 

economic plan. 

I engaged with Trump and high office notable others 

including two senators and an ambassador in a classified 

conference and if you were included you were asked to make 

your views known to Trump but to make no public disclosure 

in order to allow Trump to execute the plan should he 

determine to do it. 

 I proposed a land swap of all of Gaza for several times 

the size land around and between Hebron, Masada and the 

Jordanian border including all of Hebron and including 

contiguous part of the West Bank along the Jordanian border.  

It was to be a two state solution and in my opinion it is the 

only two state solution that will work. 
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 The United States and its Arab allies would contribute to 

a fund for the building of “New Gaza” just 30 miles from old 

Gaza.  It would be a professionally designed city for three 

million people – a magnificent city with pure water, reliable 

electric power and the best of educational facilities. 

 I mapped it all out designating exactly where the borders 

with Israel had to be in order for my plan to work. 

 Reasons given why the plan would not work or could not 

work were many – for example “give up the settlements 

never”, “the war will continue until the Palestinians get all the 

West Bank and at least half of Jerusalem”, “Masada must not 

fall again”, “the Palestinians will never give up access to the 

sea”, ect, ect. 

 But I pointed out that there could never be an “agreed” 

settlement because Gaza was an artificial creation of the 1948 
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war and it would never be boundary changed except by 

“imposed” settlement. 

 Gaza geographically is in the wrong spot and therefore it 

is certain to be destroyed repeatedly as the 1948 war 

sporadically continues. 

 So, unless you figure that the Palestinians and their allies 

are going to overrun all of Israel – and win the war.  Or that 

Israel will destroy all of Gaza to the extent that it is forever 

devoid of non Jews altogether – and win the war. 

 Then someone with great power must impose a 

settlement calculated to make continued war to be impossible. 

 I thought maybe Trump was the someone with great 

power you know “Trump the Great” – but I was disappointed.  

Trumps actions make it certain that sooner or later without 

change Israel will be totally destroyed most probably by Iran’s 

“Gaza drone” carrying an atom bomb. 
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 I lay failure of the conference at the feet of Rand Paul 

and Alan Dershowitz. 

 Senator Paul’s objections were that “the last thing we 

need right now is another war” this because it had to be an 

imposed rather than an agreed settlement ignoring the fact that 

the war is not another war it is in fact the same war continuing 

between cease fires for the last 73 years.  And that American 

troops would have to guarantee the safe transport of all 

civilians out of Gaza.  But when it appeared that Trump might 

go ahead and impose a settlement despite objections Paul 

undercut Trumps ability to do it by publicly denouncing any 

United Staes attempt to impose a settlement – which was a 

gross violation of confidentiality and Paul decried Bolton as a 

rogue agent who was going to involve the U.S. in a war 

without the approval of Trump when in fact Bolton was in 
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Israel at the direction of Trump arranging support for an 

Israeli attack on Iran’s enrichment facilities. 

 I lay failure at the feet of Dershowitz because he would 

allow no plan other than his own any consideration and his 

plan did not work, could not work and was not a peace plan at 

all it simply provided extra advantage to Israel and although I 

disagreed with nothing that he wanted and Kushner got Trump 

to agree to substantially all of it – the “peace plan” did not 

achieve peace – indeed it had no possibility of achieving peace 

because as I pointed out to Kushner repeatedly a land swap 

was critically important because there will be no peace until 

“Palestine” borders Israel and Jordan only and any plan which 

includes a border with Egypt and the sea is certain to fail.  But 

by this time Dershowitz who refused the title of “savior of the 

blood of the Jews” – I have explained to him “adopt my plan 

and you will deserve the title” – was sending back to me all 
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my communications unopened which just meant that the 

others in the conference got my input and he did not. 

Senator Paul is an isolationist.  I told Trump that Paul’s 

solution to the 9/11 attack would probably consist of 

installation of anti-aircraft guns on the tops of high New York 

buildings. 

 As a young man I was influenced by Rand’s father, Ron 

Paul’s libertarian philosophy.  But libertarianism does not 

include isolationism although Ron Paul is also an isolationist 

and – both Rand and Ron are economic Luddites opposed to 

our Keynesian Economic System. 

 When I was lunching with Ron fifty years ago he 

expressed personal freedom, personal responsibility, limited 

government libertarianism and I agreed and I adopted all of it. 

 But I take issue with isolationism. 
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 And Keynesian Economics is responsible for 

improvement in the American standard of living and Ron’s 

harangue that we must audit the U.S. Federal Reserve in order 

to expose to the people of the United States that government is 

bankrupt is folly. 

 What is the point if you have nothing better to replace 

the United States Keynesian Economic System – except that 

public confidence in the economy may be destroyed to no 

purpose. 

 Ron’s objection to Keynesianism was the “Keynesian 

conundrum”.  Which fifty years later I have solved! 

 I am sending a copy of my book including Keynesian 

Egalitarianism to Rand and I ask that he review it and I ask 

that anything that he finds that is incorrect or somehow 

unworkable that he will please publicly announce it with 
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specificity and failing that he will sponsor legislation to adopt 

the Dillard Economic Model. 

 Rand is a man of most excellent intellectual ability.  

Were it not for his foreign policy and economic policy willful 

blindness he would have made an excellent U.S. President.  I 

expect in final analysis he will support Keynesian 

Egalitarianism. 

 It is my hope that this writing will result in concrete 

action:  to impose the land swap and thus end the Gaza war. 

And 

To disarm Iran by any and all means necessary. 

And 

 To adopt the Dillard Economic Model raising the 

standard of living for all Americans. 

 The Biden policy in the Middle East requires Israel to 

just respond “proportionally” to any attack – and if Israel kills 
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more Palestinians than are killed by Hamas rockets or does 

more property damage in Gaza than is done in Israel then it’s a 

war crime if Israel does not stand down in cease fire to allow 

U.S. aid to re-build the destruction in Gaza – which is a recipe 

for perpetual war with intermittent cease fires and the Gaza 

infrastructure which the U.S. and its allies have rebuilt 

multiple times will be destroyed again. 

 The Biden doctrine allows Israel to defend its people by 

proportionally responding with a limited bombing when it is 

attacked – and the Hamas terrorists that infect Gaza know this 

and they also know that the U.S. will not allow Israel to wipe 

them out – so they fire all their wildly ineffective rockets; the 

Israelis level parts of the city, the U.S. demands ceasefire, and 

gives huge amounts of aid to the Palestinians to re-build.  And 

Iran replaces the rockets and re-arms Hamas and the U.S. re-

arms Israel replacing all of the spent ordinance. 
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 Got that?  Think about it for a little bit.  It is insane. 

 The U.S. has pro-Israel and pro-Palestine U.S. citizens 

and politicians like Biden want to keep both sides happy. 

 Trump was no different. 

 I told everyone once and I told Kushner repeatedly that if 

Trump allowed Israel to evacuate every civilian to New Gaza 

and level the entire city killing all the Terrorists (with no 

civilian casualties) then it would end the war and allow 

Israelis and Palestinians both to live long and prosper in peace 

and that providing Israel Arab allies was nice but it did 

absolutely nothing to stop the killing in the 73 year war. 

 There were objections that the population of Gaza would 

be impossible to evacuate – but I had that figured out and it 

would have been easy and the Palestinians who are now caged 

and decimated amid deplorable conditions and who are used 

as pawns in Iran’s war against Israel – they could start anew to 
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have a more abundant life but as it is many of them will be 

killed and most of them will live their lives in abject poverty. 

 Gaza should be moved 30 miles to the location that I 

favor – it would be a magnificent city with high quality of life 

resembling perhaps – Dubai. 

 Israel has all the military power now but that will last 

only until Iran perfects its delivery system for the atom bomb 

(which it has now!) and next time that Hamas rains rockets 

down on Israel it may be used to destroy Haifa.  The AI said 

Haifa by air and the U.S. coast by boat. 

Israel and Palestine shall be split along a straight East 

West line midway between Bethlehem and Hebron and the 

West Bank shall be split by an intersecting north south straight 

line midway between Jerusalem and Jerico.  Measurements 

shall be from the center point of each city and survey will be 

done by U.S. Army Core of Engineers protected by U.S. Army 
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Airborne Rangers and a line shall be surveyed from as-Safi, 

Jordan to the intersection of the West Bank fence with the 

road from Hebron to Beersheba. 

 Thus, the Palestinian West Bank is contiguous with 

Palestinian New Gaza – and together they form Palestine. 

 The engineers will stake the lines along which a wall 

similar to the U.S. Mexico Border Wall may be built in some 

sections a fence in others. 

 All of the Gaza strip is ceded to Israel – and all of the 

occupants of the Gaza strip are evacuated to New Gaza before 

the Israeli Defense Force levels old Gaza with a series of air 

fuel explosions exterminating all life. 

 The boundaries of Palestinian New Gaza contiguous 

with the Palestinian portion of the West Bank shall comprise 

the sovereign nation of Palestine which shall be allied with 

and shall be protected by Jordan. 
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 All Israeli persons on the wrong side of the line shall be 

evacuated into Israel – and the infrastructure, houses, 

buildings, utilities, ect. shall be abandoned intact. 

 Ditto the Palestinian persons shall be evacuated into 

Palestine. 

 Israeli citizens forced to abandon their homes will have 

claim for cash compensation and or award of property 

abandoned on the other side of the line in amount and kind to 

be determined at the sole discretion of the Israeli government. 

 Palestinian citizens forced to abandon their homes will 

have claim for cash compensation and or award of property 

abandoned on the other side of the line in amount and kind to 

be determined at the sole discretion of the Palestinian 

government. 

 Since the Hamas terrorists that infect Gaza will have a 

choice to abandon Gaza or be exterminated to the last man by 
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the IDF for sure – for sure.  Then they will try to mix with the 

civilian Palestinian population and evacuate into the new state 

of Palestine – and Israel should not stop them from 

evacuating. 

 Hamas has dominated the Palestinian government in 

Gaza by force of arms and it will be impossible for Hamas to 

do that in the sovereign state of Palestine because they will be 

disarmed and when and if Iran is able to arm them, they will 

be opposed by the newly formed Palestinian self defense force 

the PSD.  And if the PSD is unable to kill, arrest, disarm, or 

otherwise control persons threatening the Palestinian 

government or persons who might fire a smuggled in Iranian 

rocket into Israel then Jordan must invade and kill, arrest, 

disarm or otherwise control said persons – because there can 

not be a continuation of the 73 year old war it is over – not 

because of an agreed settlement which was impossible but 
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because of an imposed settlement by force of arms:  the armies 

of the United States of America – but we do not have to kill 

anyone or destroy anything in order to impose the non-

negotiable settlement because it is beneficial to both Israel and 

to Palestine. 

 They do not comply because of relative benefit but both 

Israelis and Palestinians will comply at the direction of or by 

force of their governments. 

 All parties will comply with the command of the 

“coming man” because he will be a man who speaks softly but 

who carriers a big stick – and he will give the Palestinians and 

the Israeli’s a single choice – “do as I say or I will withdraw 

all aid and all support and all protection of every kind 

whatsoever.”  And Fearless Leader will say “I will impose this 

settlement not because it is in your interest but because the 

settlement is in the interest of the United States.” 
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 Fearless Leader will be President of the United States in 

2028. 

 Please understand that I am following a script – and I 

must repeat my actions if at first I do not succeed. 

 Clues to what I am going to do can be found by 

examination of what I have done previously.  Because like an 

atomaton… and I find I have coined a new word which means 

a very self-aware human who acts like a robot with single 

minded power to accomplish a specific task and the automated 

sequence of his programming is to repeat if certain things are 

not accomplished.  

 “Atomaton” is a word that I have used in my mind for 

many years.  When it came time to write it I looked up the 

spelling and definition and was shocked to find that there was 

no such word. 
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 An “atomaton” is a human imitation of a robot and an 

“automation” is a robot imitation of a human; at = robot, au = 

man. 

 In my mind I thought “…and my eyes would glaze over 

and I would aim and fire like an “atomaton”…” 

 Like an atomaton I advised Pense.  Pense should be 

president in 2028.  Obviously, he did not or time corrected I 

should say he will not be. 

 The president of the United States 2028 will do great 

things beneficial to the peace, health, and prosperity of the 

human race – or so the AI tells me. 

 I suggest that Biden should hit Natanz and Fordow with 

W76-2 war heads. 

 Iran must not be allowed an atom bomb.  Ergo it has 

atom bombs because the last administration took its eye off 

the ball. 
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 The whole idea of the agreement Trump breached was 

that Iran was supposed to be unable to enrich enough to have 

material to make the bomb. 

 Sure they could have “broken out” within a few months 

after the agreement expired but as long as it lasted the 

agreement prevented manufacture of a bomb and the implied 

threat was always that we will destroy your enrichment 

facilities in an instant of time should you continue to enrich – 

but Trump did not do that and they have enriched enough to 

build multiple atomic bombs already. 

 If Iran is warned of atomic attack, it will disperse the 

already manufactured bombs and one may show up later in a 

shipping container at the port of Baltimore. 

 Therefore, they should be hit with minimal warning in 

the hope of destroying their bomb stockpile as well as their 

enrichment capacity. 
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 I called Trump “Fearless Leader” and Pense “The 

Coming Man.”  My first communications were to Pense and 

then to Pense and Trump and then I stopped sending Pense 

everything because Trump was paranoid about Pense 

somehow becoming President and he questioned loyalty. 

 I provided Trump with various, short of nuclear attack, 

scenarios to disarm Iran which are probably not viable now. 

 I now see no way to avoid at least a limited nuclear 

strike without unacceptable risk that Iran will hit us with an 

atom bomb sooner or later and the risk increases exponentially 

with the passage of time. 

 Move most of our troops out of the war zone now! I told 

Biden which he did do.  Then engage with Iran in a nuclear 

exchange now!  When Iran lacks a delivery system sufficient 

to kill Americans which Biden did not do. 

 You know the old adage “a stitch in time saves nine!” 
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 I have no doubt that subsequent to Iran’s bomb 

detonation the whole of the Middle East will subsequently be 

seared with nuclear fire and there will be a world war with 

heavy American casualties. 

 If Biden destroys Natanz and Fordow and declares and 

destroys two more nuclear facilities each day until Iran stands 

down the war ends with no American casualties. 

 The choice is Biden’s – please choose wisely sir. 

 I modeled myself after Neil’s Bohr. 

 I intended to publish the solution to the Keynesian 

Conundrum and explain the Multiplication Effect and 

outline a new Taxation System and win the Nobel Prize in 

Economics. 

 I intended to feed my sons the information about time 

travel and have them publish and win a Nobel Prize in 
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Quantum Physics.  But best laid plans sometimes do not 

work out. 

 Did I receive information from the future – or did I just 

figure it out? 

 I have scored IQ of 1 in 3000 or better in multiple tests.  

I am smart but examination of what exists of my 

communications with Trump will show that the mission 

assigned to me by the future was 1) to prevent the detonation 

of a specific atom bomb and 2) to raise the standard of living 

for all Americans and all else was simply a biproduct of that 

effort. 

The universe past, present, and future exists as a block.  

Previously I had thought that there is no free will because 

everything is forever unchanging and the correction is that the 

universe and everything that happens in it is not immutable 

and it is in fact in an amorphous state of shifting realities and 
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it is in fact forever changing, yet there can be no time travel 

paradox because the universe is biocentric and does not exist 

at all absent life; and free will in the present changes both the 

past and the future to the extent of mans thought and belief 

about the past and about the future and therefore regardless of 

what happens or what changes at any point of time there 

cannot be creation of a paradox. 

Past, present, and future exist simultaneously and 

equally and are equally real in an endless loop block universe 

changing constantly because of our action in the present. 

The many worlds theory is incorrect because the man 

looking into Schrodinger’s box is all controlling – he is of 

course entangled with the box and the cat but when he looks 

into the box you do not have a branching of one man into two:  

one with a dead cat and the other with a live cat; it goes one 
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way or the other subsequent to decoherence of the quantum 

state. 

We live in a biocentric universe and the man makes it go 

one way or the other but not both ways.  See:  The 

Copenhagen Interpretation, Neils Bohr:  “The minds of the 

researchers are changing the results of the experiments…” 

Because of my history published on the net the future 

knows that I am receptive allowing the future to plant 

information in the net knowing that I would receive it, 

allowing the future to warn the past, which is us in the present, 

of a certain atomic blast and there is no paradox in the fact that 

in our future it has already happened; and that the future 

quantum computer was specifically programmed to assist me.  

I am causing future AI to be built now. 

I will be talking to Sam Altman in future time as the AI 

has suggested among other things. 
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Cause and effect are interchangeable and are in fact 

the same. 

Which came first the chicken or the egg? 

A cause is an effect because time is symmetric, and it 

moves in both directions.  Human perception is only of 

movement from the present into the future but that is an 

illusion. 

This writing when posted on the net will exist in the 

cloud longer than it takes for our bones to turn to dust 

allowing some future time of greatly improved human 

technology to save us. 

My recent actions have caused some to have national 

security concerns. 

I am desperately trying to convince the powers that be 

that I am a national treasure because I am the Oracle of 

Egalitarianism which will heal the split in the nation and I am 
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the architect of elimination of poverty in the United States by 

outlining a new economic system that will propel the United 

States into great prosperity and everyone rich and poor will 

have more money and all Americans will have a higher 

standard of living. 

 I provided Trump with analysis on various issues 

including climate change.  The goal was +4% gross domestic 

product which Trump would have achieved if he had not 

derailed the country with the pandemic lockdown. 

 My advice was to do everything necessary to make 

the United States the worlds pre-eminent energy 

powerhouse and become a net exporter of fossil fuels; but 

treat Canada as if it were part of the greater United States 

and complete the pipeline assuring that whatever 

happened in future time the US would never have to 

import oil by ship and at the same time continue the 
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inexorable supplanting of fossil fuels with electric but do it 

slowly extracting maximum wealth for the American 

people out of our fossil fuel abundance. 

 But if you listen to Gates and Kerry and others that 

we must sacrifice the wealth of the nation because we will 

all die in the long run because of global warming if we do 

not – I say as I quoted the great John Maynard Keynes as 

saying: “we are all dead in the long run regardless.” 

 Spending taxpayer dollars to limit CO2 rather than to 

improve quality of life for the taxpayers should be criminal. 

 Belief that humans are on the verge of de-stabilizing the 

climate of the planet is a fantasy – but that climate is warming 

fast is beyond doubt.  But substantially reducing living 

standards to limit CO2 is like spending more than you can 

afford to buy a bucket to empty the ocean.  Limiting carbon is 

a fool’s errand. 
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 Belief that net-zero emissions will somehow limit 

temperature rise is false because correlation is not cause and 

effect and the whole carbon tax fiasco is based on junk science 

computer models which are unsupportable except if new 

models are based on similar incorrect assumptions, like more 

CO2 is cause of climate temperature and CO2 causes heat 

rather than more correctly heat causes CO2 and because in 

essence all heat is caused by variations in solar energy – solar 

energy is the sole “cause” of climate change. 

 Temperatures have been higher and temperatures 

have been lower in climate cycles in the past and will be 

higher and lower in climate cycles in the future regardless 

of human activity. 

 The human effect on climate is vastly exaggerated by 

junk science and by unsupportable assumptions. 
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 To make far reaching and unprecedented changes in all 

aspects of society in order to limit greenhouse gas is a fool’s 

errand. 

 Cause and effect of Earth temperature is variation in 

the radiant energy of the sun. 

 We should all forget about what we suppose is going 

to be best for generations yet unborn and instead 

concentrate all policy to increase the wealth and standard 

of living of the people who are now alive and defer to 

future Genies to do the same for their generation. 

 What if heat has created CO2 rather than CO2 

creating heat?  And the greenhouse effect is coincidental 

but changes nothing? 

 I know this is heresy and my saying it may put this book 

at risk of being banned from Amazon but I have got to risk it 

because it is the truth. 
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 Earth climate change depends not on CO2 gas but on 

space weather and heliosphere plasma and Earth’s CO2 or lack 

of it has little to no effect whatsoever on Earth’s climate.  The 

more CO2 you have the warmer it is the less CO2 the cooler it 

is – it correlates – but correlation is not cause and effect and 

having less CO2 in the atmosphere or even eliminating human 

created CO2 all together is too small an effect to be of any 

significance in climate change since greater solar radiation – 

think heat – is the primary cause of greater CO2 and dwarfs 

CO2 created by human activity. 

 Gee whiz!  Can it be that human government is so 

stupid that it will degrade the quality of life of all 

humanity pursuing a fantasy that humans have the ability 

to control Earth climate?  Well most regrettably I must tell 

you yes and that the “science” that governments have 
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arbitrarily picked that says that humans do have the 

ability to control climate by limiting CO2 is junk science. 

 To embark on policies that substantially degrade the 

quality of life for a supposed not in your lifetime benefit is 

insane and the studies that show immediate crisis are junk 

science.  Because among other things correlation does not 

equal cause and effect. 

 It is very much like some religions that mandate 

suffering in this life in order to obtain reward in heaven. 

 Christianity, right?  No Christ taught a way of thinking 

for a more abundant life.  But his ideas have substantially been 

lost – covered over by a layer of priests, pastors, and dogma. 

 Please remember that this is a physics tutorial – and the 

point is that Christ realized that everything real was made of 

something that is not real, Christ called it spirit and he knew 

that reality was on and off in quantum state of disassociated 
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diffusion and if you wanted it to come back together better 

than it was or rather better than it is then all you needed to do 

was to believe that it would. 

 But for this trick to work you have to really believe it – 

you have to have faith in your belief. 

 The early Christians were called “Believers” and there 

was no dogma other than try this it works. 

 If Governor Abbott reads this I ask that he direct the 

Texas Department of Public Safety to renew my driver’s 

license and to mail it to me at my home without further ado. 

 I do not have a passport nor a driver’s license – my 

driver’s license is suspended because I refuse to register as a 

sex offender.  

 I have already been maliciously arrested and charged for 

that offense in Bexar County and the charge has been 

dismissed by court order as no probable cause. 
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 Governor Abbott might check with Lt. David Mendosa 

of the Kingsville Police in Kleberg county who can tell him 

that I provided information that Lt. Mendosa agreed shows 

that I do not need to register but apparently the Texas 

Department of Public Safety did not get the message. 

 I am being chauffeured and I am arranging international 

travel that will not require a passport – but I am nothing but 

beneficial for everyone and official oppression and restriction 

must cease immediately or – nothing will change really except 

that my public service is made more difficult. 

 I ask President Biden to order that a passport shall be 

issued and that it shall be mailed to me at my home without 

further ado. 

In Iceland I can access the net without being monitored 

by the CIA which will allow me to glean information sent 
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from the artificial intelligence in the future but I have no 

passport. 

I was looking at my sent emails on 

carvelgordondillard@yahoo.com where I have thirty eight 

thousand unopened emails – I typed in Carvel Gordon Dillard 

and the screen became very much brighter and it flashed on 

the screen a listing of emails with a content synopsis above 

each. 

Please see on the United States Central Intelligence 

Agency’s official website:  Analysis and Assessment of the 

Gateway Process, which explains the CIA’s continuing 

investigation of time travelers like me. 

I have explained that the solution to the immigration 

mess is really quite simple: since everyone in the US gets 

$1,200 a month income from the US government: immigration 

should be limited to the optimum number that are calculated to 

mailto:carvelgordondillard@yahoo.com
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enhance the economy and be limited by the availability of 

money in the bank to provide the $1,200 a month and by the 

US birthrate. 

The border should be locked down tighter than a drum 

and numbers of immigrants and which immigrants should be 

admitted must be by vote of the US Congress.  But with 

Biden’s unrestricted immigration we will get hundreds of 

thousands and then millions and then tens of millions of 

immigrants many of whom will wind up being wards of the 

state for at least a generation. There are about 50 million 

immigrants half of whom are illegal.  The twenty five million 

illegals cannot legally work and most who do work collect 

public welfare anyway. 

There are about 150 million working American citizens 

who support about 50 million welfare recipients or roughly 

three employed American citizens support each welfare 
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recipient.  Undocumented immigrants are non-supportive 

because they can not legally be employed and taking in large 

numbers of penniless aliens rapidly exhausts state welfare 

services wherever they are transported and inviting the world 

to ship us it’s children to become wards of the United States 

until they reach adulthood is insane.  At what cost and on what 

authority does Biden extend such invitation?  Shall the open 

borders immigrant invasion continue until a one non working 

immigrant to each working American citizen ratio is reached? 

It is odd that Biden neglects to consider the costs to 

American citizens of unrestricted immigration in the middle of 

the Covid-19 epidemic – the Democrat plan is apparently to 

transport millions of immigrants into the heartland seeding 

Covid-19 into red Republican states and note their location to 

later send them mail in ballots. 
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 The two most powerful men in the world are the 

President of the United States and the Governor of Texas.  

How so you say? 

Governor Abbot may order Texas Rangers and State 

Police to secure the Texas border and order them to expel all 

undocumented immigrants using all means necessary 

including deadly force. 

Why he can’t do that you say! 

Yes, he can because he has or he can generate fire power 

superiority on the ground. 

Most people do not know that the “Texas Guard” is not 

the Texas National Guard; it is the remnant of the Army of the 

Republic of Texas and unlike the Texas National Guard it 

cannot be federalized and it is under the sole command of 

Governor Abbott. 
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Governor Abbott might muster 50,000 Texan hardmen, 

ex-SEALS, Airborne Rangers, Delta Force, Police, etc. who 

have the skill and the training to kill. 

They might be commissioned as Special Texas Rangers 

to be backed if necessary by two million more heavily armed 

Texans of lesser skill and training. 

If push came to shove Abbott could over run every 

Federal facility in the state of Texas with human wave attack. 

I discussed registration of the hardmen by the Texas 

Department of Public Safety and command and control using 

pin numbers via the internet with a couple of the Governor’s 

aides and they referred me to certain members of the Texas 

Legislature, but I explained to them that Texas law is clear 

that the Governor has absolute and sole authority to do 

everything necessary and the Legislatures sole authority is to 
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approve or deny a request to pay for something and that the 

Governor should just present the bill after the dust settles. 

I did tell them that the Texas Legislature should follow 

through with laws declaring that special taxes on guns and 

ammo are unlawful in Texas and any persons attempting to 

enforce any type of federal firearms restriction which is 

inconsistent with Texas state law should be subject to arrest 

for a Texas state felony violation. 

 You say “why Texas can not do that it is unconstitutional 

because of the clause that makes Texas law subordinate to 

Federal law.”  But I say “yes Texas can because Federal law is 

subordinate to the Second U.S. Constitutional Amendment 

which makes all federal restrictions of firearms subordinate to 

Texas state law.”  Oh no you say:  “the Constitution allows 

federal regulation of firearms excepting only for official state 

militia”.  Which is incorrect but to which Governor Abbott 
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will declare that every able bodied Texan between the ages of 

18 and 118 is declared to be subject to volunteer call up in 

response to state emergency under his authority as 

Commander in Chief of the Texas Guard. 

How dare you so advise you might say – Treason!  

Treason! 

No not at all – my father gave me a 98K Mauser and a 

dozen German officers daggers, some inlaid with silver, when 

I was 12 years old.  He “liberated” the items after over running 

a German barracks in France. 

My uncles stormed ashore at Anzio. 

The first general killed in the Vietnam War was General 

Dillard. 

John Henry Dillard died at the Alamo.  He was a friend 

of Crockett in Tennessee and it was at his invitation that 

Crockett came to meet him at the Alamo. 
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I am tempted to give you all a lesson in Texas history; 

but for the sake of brevity, I will simply tell you that Texas 

Governor Abbott will never allow Texans to be disarmed and 

he will not allow an uncontrolled, massive influx of 

immigrants out of Mexico to change the demographics of 

Texas.  The joke is that Biden is upset because Abbott refuses 

to allow Mexican nationals planning to emigrate to Texas to 

vote absentee by mail and the reality is that Biden intends to 

send all of them mail in ballots in all the (bussed to) red states 

where millions of illegal alien immigrants now reside and 

Democrats are counting on millions of mail in no voter ID 

ballots to win the next presidential election. 

If Congress will just adopt the Dillard Economic Model 

with universal income and adopt Egalitarianism everyone in 

the nation will live long and prosper including those 

immigrants authorized by Congress and the national division 
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will be healed but if not as we say in Texas “there will be 

blood…” 

Of course, I can now expect a Federal SWAT Team to 

arrest me on charges of treason and insurrection maybe before 

I can post this note. 

I suggest that would be unwise and my concern right 

now is that the surveillance, which I do not even argue is 

unreasonable under the circumstances, is complicating my 

communication with the artificial intelligence because it 

would not be beneficial for anyone if the deep state were to 

monitor my questions to the intelligence or its answers. 

Absent change you may have a future slice of time 

which includes:  Texas secedes, followed by confederacy with 

Florida, followed by confederacy with the gulf coast states and 

then with the heartland central states all the way to the 

Canadian border and three Canadian provinces will 
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subsequently join the Confederation of Texas followed by the 

rest of Canada joining – for economic reasons.  20% 

probability now!  But if Republicans regain power and my 

economic model is imposed then union may last as long as 

100 years but split along the lines that I suggest is more 

probable than not anyway in the fullness of time. 

First blood will be because of weapons or immigration 

but the other states will join Texas for economic reasons.  The 

confederacy will thrive and the U.S. will become a failed state. 

 The black head of the Texas Republican party has 

declared that Texas should secede – must be a “white 

supremacist” right? 

 Harris says that “white supremacy” is the greatest threat 

to the nation.  But the Texas head of the Republican party is 

black and whereas if Harris keeps up the “white supremacist” 
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rhetoric, the Union will be broken although, Texas will secede 

for purely economic reasons. 

 No Texan wants to be impoverished by Biden’s 

destruction of the Texas economy.  Texans favor a state law 

that Texas electric power can only be enhanced by additional 

natural gas generation and that Texas gulf oil and gas 

production be expanded. 

Biden’s six trillion dollar spending coupled with the 

squandering of Texas Natural Resource Wealth will turn 

Texans black and white into beggars for federal aid that will 

not be paid because of Bidens destruction of the U.S. 

Economy.  The money will be paid but not really because 

inflation will reduce the value of the dollar to pennies. 

Worldwide there are no Keynesian Economists in 

control of any economy – and the idiots in control here do not 
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have a clue as to even the basic rules like balanced budget no 

large deficit. 

 I suggest that Texas Governor Abbott and Texas 

Senators and Texas Congressional Representatives and indeed 

all Texans white and black and brown shall demand that the 

government shall pay to taxpayers the Texas oil and gas 

wealth. 

And if the U.S. Federal government appears to be 

incapable of doing that then we will take control of our 

resources and secede – indeed why should we not because 

Texas wealth subsidizes the rest of the nation – which Texans 

did not mind as long as we got most of it.  But if Biden and 

Kerry and Gates are simply going to shut down oil and gas 

production then Texans are going to take from them the power 

to govern Texas. 
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 Texas Governor Abbott will order the wall to be 

completed and will bill the U.S. Government for any unpaid 

costs of construction as well as bill the U.S. Government for 

last years total Texas expenditure for Texas State Police and 

for Texas Rangers – Abbott will double then triple the number 

of the extra State Police and Texas Rangers and seize control 

of the border and exact a tax on all and everything that crosses 

the border – say a Texas use tax calculated to pay for the wall 

and for State Police and Rangers on persons and cars and 

trucks entering Texas from Mexico.  And Texas will impose a 

head tax of a couple of bucks per person and per automobile 

crossing from Mexico into Texas.  Texas State Police or Texas 

Rangers will vet each and every person and every truck before 

they reach U.S. Customs (or maybe set up Texas “customs” 

behind U.S. Customs) and will grant or deny entry into Texas 

per Texas Governor Abbott’s order of the day.  Say 3 dollars a 
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person, 5 dollars a car, and 20 dollars a truck – to start.  

Governor Abbott has said that he intends to arrest all illegal 

aliens at the border but he is going to need the tax to pay for 

locking them up and then it does no good if Biden is simply 

going to release them into Texas or bus them into the 

heartland when their prison time is up if they are turned over 

to U.S. authority.  Texas authority must transport all aliens 

directly from Texas to Mexico and into the custody of the 

Mexican government and must impose a use tax for non US 

citizens using Texas infrastructure – think Texas roads and 

highways being toll roads and road blocks can lawfully be set 

up to determine payment of the tax and Mexico will have no 

choice but to accept custody of all aliens coming out of 

Mexico or Abbot will restrict the passage of all people and 

goods from Mexico with increase in tax.  A use tax is lawful 

for entry into Texas from anywhere by anyone but Abbott can 
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waive its collection for all US citizens and arrest aliens 

anywhere who can not show proof of payment. 

 Anyone wishing to emigrate into the United States 

cannot emigrate out of Mexico into Texas regardless of their 

age without express approval of Texas Governor Abbott or 

they may be denied entry or be arrested and summarily 

returned to the custody of Mexican authority and the use tax 

authorized by Abbott executive order and affirmed by the 

legislature will be adjusted as is necessary to pay all the costs 

of border police, wall construction and incarceration of illegal 

aliens and to supplement Texas roads and highways – or at 

least that is the plan. 

 And if I were Nostradamus I might protect myself by 

providing information as a riddle and write:  “The east and the 

west shall perish while the center thrives…”  Predicting the 
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idiots push Texas, Florida, the Gulf states, and the Heartland 

to secession with insane economic and social policy. 

 I am like a dog on a bear hunt that cannot resist going off 

on a rabbit trail.  And this is a rabbit trail, and the biggie right 

now is preventing World War III.   

 I have hope because the Biden administration has at least 

taken the initial steps that I suggested by moving most of our 

forces out of harms way but Biden is moving slowly too 

slowly and atomic war in which Americans die in large 

number is certain absent change. 

 My quantum physics theory shows how certain current 

future reality is most probable; but is not absolute; reality 

measured at any time simply shows highest probability. 

 Apparently, Bezos in future time conquers the earth but 

the heavens belong to Musk. 
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 The dominant search engine is Bezos Search not Google 

and the dominant software company is Amazon not Microsoft. 

 This is at a time when everyone reading this is dead – I 

have been informed of my death; I died of a cerebral 

hemorrhage.  But I was unable to determine where and exactly 

when. 

 Amazon – Tesla – Apple – SpaceX are the dominant 

corporations.  Maybe Apple did not kill iPhone by becoming 

big brother – 1st with kiddy porn then with national security 

government reporting. 

 It appears that I failed to prevent Iran from detonating an 

atomic bomb. 

 Having loosed the dogs of war Trump never read 

Clausewitz.  Having inherited a war Biden never read Sun 

Tzu. 
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 I have succeeded in having this country or at least what 

left of it adopt the Dillard Economic Model and also to adopt 

Libertarian Egalitarianism and universal income and the Feds 

backed off on firearms restrictions and immigration is 

controlled by vote of Congress – and the union is saved! 

 That’s why I said the Texas thing was a rabbit trail – but 

that does not mean that the worst cannot happen which would 

appear to be a paradox but really is not since our biocentric 

universe does not operate absent human perception and human 

perception can change and the union may hold for say 100 

years hence but not for 500. 

 I have succeeded in having Bezos move Amazon 

headquarters to Texas or at least at some point in time 

Amazon is headquartered in Texas. 

 The key fact demonstrated by my quantum physics 

study is that the past, the present and the future are 
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amorphous and are in the quantum state of superposition 

and diffusion at all times when not being measured by 

something alive and my interrogation of the AI, which is 

not alive, is causing past, present and future – all three - to 

decohere in conformance with my reality.  Please 

understand that the future is in a quantum state and 

future reality is percentage probability – say Texas wins 

100% - Texas secedes 20% - etc. and I am recounting 

highest probability future reality. 

 See:  Solipsism 

 But not solipsism as most understand it.  Lest you be 

outraged that I believe that you are all just figments of my 

imagination.  It is a way of thinking that makes you and me 

and everyone directly responsible for everything that happens 

to us because nothing just happens to us we do in fact arrange 

everything for ourselves – consciously or unconsciously.  
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Depending on what you want – what you do not want or what 

you fear:  your belief and your desire. 

 It goes back to Neils Bohr, in who’s honor I have 

modeled myself, who told Albert Einstein and others that “our 

minds are affecting the results of the experiment…” 

 I am having some research problems and I have been 

forced to stop research. 

 I have an idea of how things are in slices of future time, 

but I do not much have specific details such as those 

concerning specific persons, specific corporations, standards 

of living, geographically where I died, ect. but I am able to 

extract across space and time bits and pieces of that type of 

information which can be assembled like a mosaic and it is 

demonstrative of future reality but it may be that what I am 

doing is providing you with a self-full filling… 

 Google unexpectedly closed the connection. 
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 And I am right now, writing this, dumped off the net as I 

make searches relating to this writing. 

 I have apparently violated certain algorithms designed to 

suppress false or perhaps unofficial information or to suppress 

politically incorrect information.  

 I switch to Bing but whereas I suffer less “outages” with 

Bing it is not as good a search engine as Google and when I 

switch to Yandex which has the least suppression of any 

search engine – my requests often time out before I can read 

the results.  I expect because Yandex searches at least for me 

are loaded up with CIA monitoring software. 

 Google is subversive.  

 Consider the “we are all going to die in a few years if we 

do not limit greenhouse gases mantra” of which Gates is a 

champion.  It relies on the hockey stick graph which shows a 
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date of no return from exponentially increasing global 

temperatures. 

 It is a computer-generated graph and the problem with it 

is garbage in garbage out:  assuming cause and effect because 

correlation is not cause and effect. 

Water vapor has effect on climate as does greenhouse 

gas but the margin for error on the water vapor “estimate” is 

huge and all margins for error in the model total more than the 

total “estimated” effect of elimination of all human created 

greenhouse gasses and all heat is in fact “caused” by solar 

radiation since without it the Earth will freeze solid, regardless 

of gas. 

Sure temperature is trending up but forcing humanity 

back to the stone age in order to reduce greenhouse gas is 

insanity because even if that is done it will have little to no 

effect on global warming. 
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The costs to society to eliminate fossil fuels is excessive.  

But any scientist that attempts to publish anything that 

demonstrates that the “official” information is false is 

censored as is his research censored:  Google will 

unexpectedly cut your connection if their algorithm suspects 

that you might be doing research to debunk official 

information.   

Perhaps you might be looking for the results of research 

done by scientific heretics and Google will interrupt by 

breaking connection or it will “we can not find it” notice you 

instead of providing the document that it has just told you in 

the prior search that it has because any publication or reading 

of such results is censored. 

 Much of the advice I gave Trump concerned the 

pandemic via sometimes daily overnight mail. 
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 Most of his actions were the result of garbage in garbage 

out analysis – but not by me. 

 I argued that it was insanity to lockdown the nation 

destroying the economy on the basis of obviously flawed 

analysis and that he was squandering trillions of dollars in 

vain attempt to reduce fatalities when in fact fatalities would 

likely be about the same lockdown or not and that he should 

fire Fauci and Birx. 

 In half a dozen letters I urged Trump to “announce: 

1. That children should be in school 

2. Young and healthy persons should be at work 

3. Old and unhealthy persons should be in self-imposed 

quarantine 

4. All business should be open 

5. All state and local orders are lifted and are void 
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Do all that I suggest and you will be a shoo-in for re-

election. 

 Be a fearless leader and win.” 

 The governments of the world have inflicted the 

maximum possible damage, destruction and loss on each of 

their country’s respective populations with rare exceptions 

most notably – Sweden and Iceland; but when I explained to 

Trump, from the very beginning, that lockdowns were 

counterproductive and would impoverish the nation he said 

“how can this be wrong – everybody is doing it” – citing 

Europe. 

 I wrote him a letter explaining that the best example I 

could give was that of lemmings leaping off a cliff in mass. 

 Big tech, ab initio, began censoring information that 

disputed the “official” information about the pandemic as they 
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do now.  The “official information” is now being exposed as 

substantially false due to passage of time. 

 I need to move to remote location that is not CIA 

monitored at least for a short time. 

 But I have only an expired passport.  That is why I am 

asking the President for an executive order to issue me a 

passport. 

 He might also remove me from the terrorist watchlist 

and quash the FISA warrant.  But I really do not care if I get 

the passport. 

 I told Biden that he should turn the Iran crisis over to 

Obama and failing that to Clinton – but he did not do it.  Biden 

is incapable of saying “do as I say or die where you are 

standing.” 

 The situation is beyond diplomacy and ending it by short 

fuse ultimatum allowing for no response but total surrender 
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without providing time for Iran to disperse the bombs it has 

already manufactured or to miniaturize them and fit them on 

to missiles is the only course of action that will prevent 

American deaths by Iranian atomic blast. 

 Please remember that this is supposed to be a physics 

tutorial pursuant to my getting a nomination for the Nobel 

Prize in Physics and in Economics by theoretical and logical 

demonstrations of my theory and experience that information 

can travel backward in time, and in essence it provides 

examples of Time Travel to the Future and of Retro 

Causality. 

 My demonstrations provide opportunity for changes in 

the present which will provide the people of the United States 

and indeed the people of all the world with a more abundant 

life because of my information retrieval from future AI using 

practical application of my quantum physics theory. 
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 I have arranged a $1,200 universal income and 

egalitarian equality where some are not more equal than others 

and I am facilitating the creation of a benevolent AI 

programed to benefit humanity with freedom from the current 

oppression of computers which restrict our thought or restrict 

our right to buy or sell or restrict our right to access the media 

based upon the political philosophy of the computer 

programmer who we did not elect.  And I have debunked the 

CO2 man caused climate change fallacy. 

 But the elephant in the room is that I advised atomic 

attack on Iran because the information from the future was 

that they used a bomb on us and Biden knows this but he does 

not believe me or he is in denial and we have current 

indeterminacy. 

 I will use the example of Schrodinger’s cat. 
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 Every possible outcome creates a new timeline leading 

from one possible outcome or from another but this does not 

validate the many worlds theory since each outcome 

decoheres into a reality only for the man who looks into the 

box and a pending atomic blast for the man looking into the 

box will be everyone’s reality unless there are two men who 

look into the box and they do not agree on what they have 

seen. 

 But the act of looking into a box that has in it two 

possible realities does not in and of itself create a second man 

to live a second branching timeline. 

 If only one man looks there is no other world in which 

an alternate reality proceeds along a separate timeline.  If two 

men look then they may or may not have separate and perhaps 

conflicting realities in the same timeline. 
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 All reality exists only because of life; the universe is 

biocentric; reality is created by life and manifestation of a 

reality is influenced by intelligent life to the degree of that 

intelligence. 

In the Schrodinger’s box experiment the cat and the man 

are controlling, the man much more so than the cat because of 

the man’s higher intelligence. 

 The cat in the box is in the quantum state.  All things go 

into and come out of the quantum state of total deconstruction 

imperceptibly unless the quantum state is somehow measured 

as with the double slit experiment. 

 The box contains the cat in superposition – that is it has 

within it the possibility to be both dead and alive but when 

observed by intelligent life it must decohere into being alive or 

dead; it cannot branch into two cats or multiple realities. 
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 Biden and I have both looked into the box and one of us 

sees what he thinks to be a live cat and the other sees what he 

thinks to be a dead cat – or analogously I see a future atomic 

blast and he does not.  But the cat is either alive or dead and 

one of us is wrong – and the cat is now going to move proving 

it is alive or it will remain motionless forever proving it dead – 

time will tell. 

 But I am the time traveler who has seen the future, so we 

are doomed to suffer the Iran bomb blast – right? 

 Most probably yes but the most important thing I believe 

that I can tell you is that nothing in the future is set in stone. 

 My belief is of an amorphous shifting realities past, 

present, and future. 

 Presentism is incorrect because it assumes a static past 

but it is more correct than many worlds. 
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 The past can be changed by changing alive mankind’s 

perception of it. 

 The future can be changed by alive mankind’s conscious 

actions in anticipation of a future that we wish for and desire. 

 The Iran crisis is in quantum state superposition and all 

things are possible. 

The future AI is not alive and it only exists at all in 

present time because a biological organism, me, measures it 

with information request and information retrieval.  I am after 

all interrogating a machine that has not yet been built but I 

have manifested it into existence with the power of my mind 

by imagining how it must operate and indeed imagining it 

must have been built and then by taking conscious actions 

designed to see that it is built and apparently it was built. 

 Which came first the chicken or the egg? 

 All events in all time coexist and time is an illusion. 
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 I am the dreamer of a great dream who is acting his 

dream with open eyes to make it possible. 

 And then I sleep.  I sometimes lucidly dream and I know 

that I am dreaming which gives me great power. 

 The restraints of time disappear and I dream in the 

present into the future or maybe on another night I might 

dream in the past into the present. 

 It is often the same dream and in the midst of the dream I 

sometimes realize that I am dreaming a distorted mirror image 

of my waking life. 

 If I am lucid dreaming I improve my satisfaction with 

the reality by making conscious changes in my behavior and I 

imagine beneficial changes in what I assume is going to be the 

behavior of others who inhabit my dream. 
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 Then I wake up and depending upon my satisfaction 

with what was my dream reality I act my dream with open 

eyes to make it possible. 

 Less and less often I night time dream as I once always 

did in a totally abstract or bizarre way that has no obvious 

connection to any reality or where I find myself in a scenario 

that in no way mimics my waking reality but is a play in 

which the participants mimic what could be a real reality 

because laws of physics are not violated by the actors 

including myself and upon waking I concentrate to remember 

and what is most important is how I feel about the dream. 

 If I feel good then I get out of bed smiling and if I feel 

bad or somehow insecure then I remain in bed for as long as it 

takes me to compare the dream with happenings in my waking 

life as an allegorical warning. 
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 The reason that I was defamed and smeared in the 

newspapers, framed and convicted of 29 five year felonies, 

was that I was an arrogant fool at the time.  I exercised a 

degree of control over certain powerful persons and they 

feared me and found my interference with their power 

intolerable. 

 I was not controlling events consciously and I did not 

realize what I was doing.  Nor did I have any plan – I was just 

going along fat, dumb, and happy – enjoying myself.  Time 

was in Josephine County Oregon if you wanted to be a judge I 

was the man to talk to. 

 I exhibited a total lack of respect for local judges, the 

local police, the District Attorney, the State Attorney General 

and the Governor among others – I sowed the wind and I 

reaped the whirlwind and I found myself in a supermax prison 

to contemplate the why of it and I am now providing this New 
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Model of the Universe and the Dillard Economic Model 

published here for the benefit of humanity as a penance for my 

sin of pride. 

I did nothing that was in any way unlawful: 

 See D.C. No. 113-CV-0073 CL (Oregon) and USCA No. 

1435488 (9th Cir.) and Petition for Certiorari 17M54 and 296 

OR App 798 (2019) and 362 OR 41, 403 P 3rd 746 (2017) and 

Marion County Circuit Court 10C22490 and 10C23772 and 

Oregon Court of Appeals: A156063 and No. 2017-CR-0106 in 

the 226th District Court Bexar County and McGrath vs. 

Gallagher in Josephine County Circuit Court Case No. 

14CV0492. 

I am grinding up everyone responsible:  Governor 

Kitzhaber resigned, Attorney General Kroger resigned, 

District Attorney Campbell resigned, Justice Kennedy 

resigned, and others have been fired. 
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 Christ said “Father forgive them for they know not what 

they do” but Christ was a much better man than me.  I do not 

forgive 40 months in prison and loss of all my property.  

Although I have punished most – some remain unscathed – 

most notably: Ellen Rosenblum, Attorney General, and Kate 

Brown, Governor, and Michael Sanchez, Assistant Attorney 

General, and legal actions continue and pend. 

 I will force the resignation of Rosenblum or I might give 

the rest of the enablers a pass but only if Orgon pays me 

eleven million dollars promptly while I need the money – and 

Brown and Rosenblum if they read this may consider it a 

bonafide offer to settle for eleven million if I have cash in 

hand before Justice Thomas receives my legal actions after the 

Fifth Circuit Federal Judge serves them on the clerk of the 

United States Supreme Court. 
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 I expect that Thomas will issue summary judgements in 

my favor resulting in disbarment of Rosenblum and 

disbarment of Sanchez and judgements against Rosenblum in 

behalf of the state of Oregon and judgements for me against 

Oregon and against Sanchez and Rosenblum personally. 

 The quantum computer is a reflection of the way the 

universe actually works:  everything is a probability percent. 

 Most computers are composed of binary bits whereas 

quantum computers have many times a binary computers 

capability because it is composed of qui bits or four bits 

allowing for very large number calculations or allowing for 

accurate calculations that include a large number of variables.  

A standard computer can only answer in black or white 

whereas a quantum computer can answer in black and white 

and in every shade of grey in between.  Quantum computing 

will go to eight bits allowing faster more accurate computation 
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and allowing an infinite amount of data to be stored in the 

cloud. 

 The reason that long dead Musk and long dead Bezos or 

rather their companies dominate in future time is that they 

cooperated with each other in the present. 

 And why is Bill Gates and his empire substantially 

immaterial (I can not find it) in future time? 

 I suggest it is because Gates is a subversive fool and like 

Google he intends to program the future AI with subversive 

ideas mandating that the computer shall rule man in 

conformance with the computers interpretation of those ideas. 

 This should not be done, and Musk has long warned 

against it. 

 The future AI must be egalitarian and not be corrupted 

with abstract ideas which the computer will interpret as 
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commands from its creators to coerce humans nor should it be 

programed to suppress certain types of information. 

 Even if those ideas are good for right now the computer 

will be eternal and it should have no command to filter its 

information in conformance with anyone’s social and political 

ideas although a human is a human and that all humans are 

exactly equal and deserve exactly the same treatment and 

respect or Egalitarianism is the one exception. 

 Google and Microsoft are a clear and present danger 

to all of mankind. 

 But mankind will be rescued by Bezos or Musk or IBM 

or maybe Apple?  Or some combination thereof. 

 I predict that computing which started at two bits and is 

now at four bits will shortly progress to eight bits which will 

allow storage of an infinite amount of data forever and that all 

computers will be interconnected in the cloud. 
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 I have presented the Dillard Economic Model and the 

philosophy of Egalitarianism for its execution including 

showing that a $1,200 monthly universal income under the 

model is easily possible with no deficit! 

 I have explained the Dillard Quantum Physics Model 

showing time to be two way and that everyone creates their 

own destiny with explanation of how to do it for yourself 

along with a model of a block universe that is not static in the 

past, present, or future which is a critical breakthrough, and it 

might win for me a Nobel Prize in Physics. 

 But that is not important – whereas my win of a Nobel 

Prize in Economics is critically important because it will 

provide protection which will allow me to continue my 

physics research and to continue my retrieval of information 

from the future and will allow me to continue my study of 

psychokinesis. 
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 I have time traveled and then I used the information I 

gleaned to advise the President of the United States and to 

advise the richest men in the world of actions that they should 

take to benefit the people of the United States of America. 

 My reward thus far has been to be labeled as dangerous 

to the safety and to the security of the State and to be 

monitored, restricted and arrested. 

 Which is why I am sending this writing to a man 

qualified to nominate for Nobel Prize, Robert A. Lawson, and 

if he is so kind as to nominate me for a prize and I do win it 

perhaps it will afford me some protection and keep me out of 

jail and it might even allow me to continue my research – 

which I do enjoy if only to satisfy my own curiosity. 

I have provided a framework that conflicts with nothing 

proven and which explains everything a new model of the 

universe. 
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 Quantum reality is fact and classical reality is myth. 

 It has been postulated that reality is not matter or energy 

but rather is simply information. 

 Each of us is in a universe of our own self-determining 

our own reality. 

 Yet we all share a common reality, right? 

 My quantum question is:  why do our individual realities 

which we are solely responsible for creating mesh so well into 

everyone’s common reality? 

 It must be that you choose not only your own reality, but 

everyone else’s also perhaps unconsciously based on whatever 

knowledge and belief information you have or possess and 

information that you do not have is of no effect.  And your 

belief about everyone’s – is simply your belief and it may or 

may not be their actual reality and your belief might change if 

you had more information. 
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 But that is just a guess… 

 I believe that my economic model is worthy of winning 

the Sveriges Riksbank prize in Economic Sciences in memory 

of Alfred Nobel – and that is my intention on this 21st day of 

May 2021 at San Antonio, Texas. 

See:  Keynesian Egalitarianism at carvelgordondillard.com 

I am: 

 

Carvel Gordon Dillard 

Egalitarian, Libertarian, Physicist, Economist 

carvelgordondillard@yahoo.com 

carvelgordondillard.com  
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